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PAGE 01  STATE 188617
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ORIGIN EA-06
INFO OCT-01 SS-14 ISO-00 NSC-05 NSCE-00 INR-05 CIAE-00
ACDA-07 PM-03 DOD-00 OES-02 EB-03 L-01 SP-02 /049 R

DRAFTED BY EA/ROC:DGBROWN:BDS
APPROVED BY EA/ROC:BLEVIN

----------------------------- 068737
R 300005Z JUL 76
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSY TAIPPEI

SECRET STATE 188617

LIMDIS

E.O. 11652: GDS

TAGS: MNUC, TW

SUBJECT: NUCLEAR REPROCESSING

REF: TAIPEI 5003

AS WE ARE NOW CONSIDERING A FURTHER DEMARCHE TO ROC ON REPROCESSING, WE WOULD APPRECIATE RECEIVING ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATION MENTIONED REFTEL AS SOON AS THEY ARE AVAILABLE.
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